This paper describes a technique to estimate the plucking point and magnetic pickup location along the strings of an electric guitar from a recording of an isolated guitar tone. The estimated values are calculated by minimising the difference between the magnitude spectrum of the recorded tone and that of an electric guitar model based on an ideal string. The recorded tones that are used for the experiment consist of a direct input electric guitar played on all six open strings and played moderately loud (mezzo-forte). The technique is able to estimate pickup locations with 7.75-9.44 mm average absolute error and plucking points with 10.45-10.97 mm average absolute error for single and mixed pickups.
INTRODUCTION
The electric guitar has been an influential instrument in Western popular music since its rise to popularity during the 1950s. It provides a vast amount of tonal diversity, allowing musicians to explore different choices of sound for their creative expression. One can alter the sound of the electric guitar by altering the pickup selection or adjusting its tone controls while guitar amplifiers and effects also make significant contributions to the tone. Case et al. [1] describe the electric guitar as a complex and nonlinear system, discussing a chain of contributions to the spectral content of the electric guitar tone, from the playing techniques of the musician to the microphone placement on the amplifier. Well-known musicians often have their own playing style and a particular combination of guitar, amplifier and effects that produce their characteristic sound. This is what makes some of them instantly recognisable and captures the attention of listeners, some of whom wanting to copy the sound of their own favourite artist go to the extent of purchasing the same set of guitar, amplifier and effects.
The transition of guitar technology to the digital domain now allows acoustic guitars, electric guitars, amplifiers and effects to be digitally emulated using signal processing techniques to achieve close resemblance in sonic quality to existing analogue products. Some academic research focuses on synthesising acoustic guitar [2, 3] , electric guitar [4, 5, 6] and electric bass guitar [7, 8] .
Hiller and Ruiz [9] were the first to apply the basic principles of string vibrations to digital synthesis by solving its wave equation. Fletcher [10] investigated the effects of the material of plucking device, the material of string and the playing style on the spectrum gaining closer correspondence to the behaviour of a real string. One of the effects that alters the timbre is the plucking position; harmonics that have a node at or near the plucking point are suppressed. This means that plucking near the bridge gives a brighter sound and plucking away from the bridge gives a warmer sound.
To replicate the sound of popular musicians digitally, we need to synthesise not only the playing style of the musician but also the sound produced by the equipment. Sullivan extended the Karplus-Strong model to achieve the resulting sound of an electric guitar by adding a model that simulates the effects of pickup positions [4] . The pickup position model can be approximated by a comb filter by analysing the standing waves on a string, whereby harmonics with nodes at the pickup position are suppressed [4, 5, 6] .
Parameters for electric guitar synthesis need to be estimated in order to replicate the guitar tone of well-known musicians. One direct method of obtaining these parameters is to extract information from published recordings of these influential musicians. There are few papers that involve extracting information from electric guitar recordings, such as detecting the types of audio effects used in recordings [11] and predicting the decay time of electric guitar tones [12] . Research on extracting parameters of an electric guitar are somewhat lacking, however, there is related research that involves retrieving information from classical guitars and electric bass guitars. The extraction of plucking styles and dynamics of classical guitar [13] and electric bass guitar [14] tones has been studied. Moreover, there are papers that attempt to estimate the plucking point [15, 16, 17] of an acoustic guitar which is similar to our work, but here we estimate both the plucking point and pickup position of an electric guitar.
Physical models for electric guitar synthesis require that the location of the magnetic pickup along the string is specified. In order to successfully replicate the sound of electric guitars from audio recordings, this parameter needs to be estimated. In this paper, we propose a technique to estimate 651 978-1-5090-4117-6/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE ICASSP 2017 the plucking point and pickup position of electric guitar from an isolated guitar tone. Sec. 2 explains the datasets that are used in this paper. The derivations of the ideal string model that includes a pickup model are explained in Sec. 3 and we extend the existing models in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we introduce a method to find the plucking point and pickup position estimates given a direct input guitar track. We discuss the accuracy of the estimates when using either a single pickup or a mixed pickup in Sec. 6. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sec. 7.
DATASET
The electric guitar that is used in this paper is a Squier Stratocaster [18] . We recorded a new dataset for the experiment which consists of individual guitar tones played moderately loud (mezzo-forte) at 8 different plucking points along the string for 5 different pickup configurations on each of the 6 open strings. Note that we only consider mezzo-forte tones to avoid dealing with pickup nonlinearity. The strings are plucked using a 0.88 mm plastic plectrum at 20 mm intervals between 30 mm and 170 mm from the bridge as drawn in Fig. 1 (a). The 5 pickup selections comprise of neck pickup, middle pickup, bridge pickup, a mixture of neck and middle pickup and a mixture of middle and bridge pickup (with mixed pickups in phase with each other). The neck, middle and bridge pickups are situated at distances of 160 mm, 102 mm and 38.5-48 mm from the bridge respectively (the latter having a range because the bridge pickup is slanted on a Stratocaster). The length of the string is 652 mm. The signals from the three pickups were recorded with the sampling rate 44.1kHz. The bridge saddles are adjustable, allowing each saddle to be adjusted towards or away from the nut, causing string lengths to differ slightly.
ELECTRIC GUITAR MODEL
In this section, we discuss the theoretical background of an electric guitar model based on the equation for an ideal plucked string.
An electric guitar typically produces sound using magnetic pickups to capture the vibration of its strings and convert it into electrical signals. Since the magnetic pickup senses the velocity of the string [19, 20] , a time derivative of the ideal string model is needed to model the electric guitar string. The velocity x(t) of an ideal string of length L plucked with a vertical displacement a at a distance ρ from the bridge, sensed by a magnetic pickup modeled as a single point at distance d from the bridge, is given by [12] :
where
πLRρ(1−Rρ) , c is the velocity of transverse waves, k is the harmonic number, and the kth modal frequency f k = ck/2L. S ρ and S d are sine terms where S ρ = sin(kπR ρ ) and S d = sin(kπR d ) with R ρ = ρ/L, the ratio between string length and distance of plucking point from the bridge, and R d = d/L, the ratio between the string length and the distance of pickup position from the bridge.
The effect of pickup placement on the timbre can be shown by considering its spectrum. The Fourier Series coefficients of the output of a magnetic pickup based on the ideal string equation,X k can be expressed as:
Notice that for every k = L/d harmonics are suppressed as shown in Fig. 1(b) where the electric guitar model is plucked at one quarter of the string length with a pickup placed at one sixth of the string length. This is the reason why a neck pickup sounds warmer compared to bridge pickup, as less of its harmonics are sensed by the pickup.
EXTENDING THE EXISTING MODEL
In this section, we extend the ideal electric guitar string model to include the effects of pickup mixtures. Electric guitars commonly have an option to mix the outputs of two pickups together. Tillman [21] and Paiva [6] 
Note that a mixed pickup boosts and attenuates certain harmonics depending on the placements of both pickups. The in-phase connection of the two pickups is more typical than out-of-phase (which can be modelled by subtraction in Eq. 3).
METHOD FOR ESTIMATING PLUCKING POINT AND PICKUP POSITION
This section explains our method to estimate the locations of the guitar pickup and plucking point. The method can be summarised as follows: 1) Extract the first period from the recorded tone; 2) compute its Fourier coefficients; 3) calculate errors between the Fourier coefficients and the electric guitar model for various plucking points and pickup locations using grid search and return the values that minimise the error.
Retrieving a period of the electric guitar tone
To analyse an electric guitar tone in the frequency domain using Fourier Series, a period of the tone needs to be extracted. Firstly, an onset detection algorithm is used to discard the beginning silent portion of the audio file. Spectral flux is used to estimate the onset time by measuring the spectral changes in the recorded guitar tone, summing positive changes in the magnitude in each frequency bin across all frequency bins for a frame [22] . Peaks in spectral flux indicate the times of possible onsets. A window size of length 11.6 ms and overlapping windows of 50% are used to calculate the spectral flux. The onset detection method locates the onset time before the plucking noise which is not the start of the period. In order to locate the start of the period, a zero-crossing detection method is used. A frame of length 46 ms is analysed from the estimated onset location to find the first peak of the signal. Then, working backwards from the first peak of the signal toward the estimated onset location, a zero-crossing detection locates the starting point of the period.
The period T of the recorded tone is measured using autocorrelation. The first peak of the autocorrelation function is detected excluding the point of zero lag, to determine the period of the tone.
Magnitude spectrum of the recorded tone
After extracting the period of the recorded tone, the Fourier series coefficients, X k are calculated. We assume that the range of plucking positions of an electric guitar is roughly around the magnetic pickup area as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Hence, the closest pluck to the bridge could be at approximately one twenty-fifth of the string length. Thus, we set the total number of harmonics to 25 for analysis.
Minimising the error
We calculate the mean squared error between the magnitude spectrum of the observed data and electric guitar model for plucking points and pickup positions ranging from 27 mm to 180 mm with a spatial resolution of 1 mm. The minimum mean squared error corresponds to the estimated plucking point and pickup position. The model uses ratio values, so we convert the results to millimeters based on the known length of the string.
The range of ratios is from 0.03 to 0.3 with an interval of 0.0015 as a general set of grid search parameters for any given type of electric guitar. This will give grid search resolutions of 1 mm and 0.8 mm for the longest and shortest typical scale lengths respectively.
RESULTS

Estimate single pickup
This section shows the results for estimating the pickup and plucking position of the electric guitar from audio tracks recorded from each single pickup. We will provide a description of how well the system estimates parameters from an electric guitar with single coil pickups. We used the audio files that are described in Sec. 2, where we only take the electric guitar sound samples that are recorded from 3 single pickup configurations: bridge, middle and neck pickup. Each sample is played at one of 8 plucking points on each open string, thus a total of 144 (6 strings × 3 pickups × 8 plucking positions) audio samples are used for this experiment.
The predictions of the electric guitar model in Eq. 2 are compared with the observed data as discussed in Sec. 5. The method produces two sets of estimates where both sets have the same values but are mirrored. This is because Eq. 2 is symmetrical in R ρ and R d , and will produce the same magnitude spectrum if the two parameters are interchanged. The method on its own cannot distinguish between estimates belonging to the plucking point and the pickup position. Therefore, further information is required by our method such as the expected pickup locations (i.e. the known physical positions of the pickups on the instrument under test). The estimated Table 2 . Average absolute errors of mixed pickup positions and plucking points, for two pickup configurations.
value that is closest to the expected pickup position is chosen as the estimated pickup position and the other value is the plucking point.
To validate the accuracy of the estimates we calculate the error distance between the estimated value and its ground truth ε in millimeters. Table 1 shows the average absolute errors of the pickup position estimation ε d and the average absolute errors of the plucking point estimation ε ρ . Some estimates are highly accurate, e.g. the neck pickup estimates have 1 -5 mm average error, while others give larger errors, e.g. the bridge pickup estimates have 9 -27 mm error. The lowest error is 0 mm and largest error is 60.5 mm.
The plucking point estimates also show a similar trend with less accuracy when the guitar is plucked near the bridge. This is because the spectrum of the electric guitar model does not fit the observed data properly when the pickup position and plucking point are near the bridge. The ideal model produces a perfect comb filtering effect, whereas the observed data is flatter. Note that the estimation errors also increase as the plucking points approach the bridge in [16] . The estimates of plucking points at 150 mm from the bridge are the most accurate, yielding 3.14 mm error on average. The least accurate is the closest to the bridge which has an average of 37.75 mm error. The variations of the results in regards to the string might due to the nonlinear behaviour of the plucked string. Global average errors for pickup position and plucking point estimation are 7.75 mm and 10.97 mm respectively.
Estimate mixed pickup
We also tested two in-phase mixed pickup configurations: 1) a mix between neck pickup and middle pickup; and 2) a mix between middle pickup and bridge pickup. The method of estimating these values is described in Sec. 5. The electric guitar model in Eq. 3 is used for estimating plucking point and locations of two pickups from a mixed pickup signal.
For estimating mixed pickup signals, the system has a similar problem to estimating a single pickup position as described in Sec. 6.1 where two sets of estimates arise. This occurs because the two sets of parameters yield the same spectral shape. We can prove this by expanding Eq. 3 using trigonometric identities:
cos kπ
Here we can see that there are two sine functions (including S ρ ), similar to Eq. 2 except that the parameter for the second sine function uses the average of two pickup locations. The method cannot distinguish between estimates belonging to the plucking point and the average pickup location. Therefore, the estimated value that is closest to the expected average pickup location is chosen for the estimated pickup locations and the other value is the estimated plucking point. Table 2 shows the errors of estimating plucking points and pickup positions for the two mixed pickup configurations. Overall, the system estimates the positions with less than 15 mm of error on average. The global average absolute error for pickup position and plucking point are 9.44 mm and 10.45 mm, respectively, which are not far from the results for single pickups.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described a technique to estimate the plucking point and pickup position used to produce a given electric guitar tone by finding the parameters of an ideal electric guitar model that fits the observed data. The accuracy of the approach is tested on recordings of single tones using a single or mixed pickup configuration. Our approach is able to estimate pickup locations with 7.75-9.44 mm average absolute error and plucking points with 10.45-10.97 mm average absolute error for single and mixed pickups. Further research could look into distinguishing between plucking point and pickup position, and could test the accuracy of the estimates while varying playing technique.
